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Students Showcase Their STEAM Club
Creations Through Annual Festival
Charleston, SC – Students and teachers at Ashely River Creative Arts celebrated
their fifth annual STEAM club festival on Friday, May 17, 2019.
STEAM is an approach in education that utilizes science, technology, engineering,
arts, and mathematics that allows students to use their critical thinking skills to
further their understanding of problem-solving and collaboration with others.
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“STEAM mimics the real world more so than subjects in isolation,” said Jennifer
Waldron, STEAM program coordinator, and teacher of the year. “It increases the
complexity of thinking because you are using a cross-curricular approach.”
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The STEAM club at Ashley River was formed about five years ago when Waldron
noticed that leading a robotics club had some limitations on student creativity and
was merely competitive. She created the STEAM club which is led by students but
monitored by Waldron and Matthew Carrington, a fourth-grade teacher.
The festival was held during the school day and allowed club members to
showcase projects they worked on throughout the year.
Every year the theme for the festival varies due to the technologies available and
student interests in creations. This year the theme was more focused on
construction and creating games out of cardboard.
Some of these creations included a paint catapult, robot maze, stop-motion
animation, programmed LEGO inventions, Makey Makey musical instruments, and
more.
The festival allows these inventions to be presented but also influence other
students to join, including minorities within the STEAM field.
“It was showcasing work, it was getting the population of our school aware and
excited about STEAM, but it was also a recruiting tool because I wanted students
to view it as ‘wow this is fun I don’t have to be an amazing coder’,” said Waldron.
It also has a positive impact on students within the club.
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“I think one of the things they get out of it is they understand what it’s like the be
a teacher first of all,” said Carrington. “They definitely get communication skills. A
lot of the students that we work with are not natural presenters, and we see that
they come out of their shell during the year but especially at the event because
they are passionate about what they are doing and want to show off to people.”
Due to the positive impact of the club, the school is implementing STEAM learning
into everyday learning next year at the school and Waldron, and Carrington hopes
this will eventually influence the community to do the same.
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